
How to do a live system configuration check for MX 

DESCRIPTION  

This document is written for new everRun MX administrators and is verbose. it will guide you in performing 
a live 10 point configuration check and in doing so, will help you to become familiar with your MX 
installation and basic administrative task. It also points you to where to find the documentation and help 
when needed.  

This is a LIVE check, so it requires physical access to the system. 

PRODUCT  

This article applies to the following products and versions. 

All everRun MX, 2G, and VM versions including:  

• everRun MX 6.x  

• everRun 2G 5.x  

• everRun VM 4.X 

SOLUTION  

Pre-requisites:  
•      Access to the live system and the management machine that has XenCenter installed. 
•      Access to XenCenter for this pool.   
•      Access to eAC  http://<ip of the master xenhost>:8080 
•      A copy of the everRun install.pdf.  (Optional if you don’t know how to access XenCenter and eAC it 
will help.  

  

For new administrators or if you need to install Xencenter, you can download the documentation set and 

downloads for XenCenter from   

http://www.stratus.com/Services/CustomerSupport/Software-Support/ . See the install guide for 

everRun for instructions. 

Once you have access to eAC and XenCenter you can begin below.  If you need help getting to this point 
either log into the everRun MX customer web portal,  http://everrun-support.stratus.com/  with your e-mail 
address and open a help ticket on line.   If you forgot your password check the” forgot my password” 
box.  If you don’t have a logon, send e-mail to dispatcher@stratus.com and include your Name, company 
e-mail and phone number.  Ask for a login to the everRun MX support site.  If you need immediate help, 
the hotline number is +1 602 852 3094 from outside the USA or 866 763 1813 USA + Canada. 

  

CONFIGURATION CHECK:  (THIS IS A LIVE CHECK -- you must have physical access to the system). 

From the  eAC Check the following points: 

  

1. A-LINK NETWORKS:  

Click the host tab on the left  >  click the pool name within the host tab > click A-link settings tab 
>  scroll down and click the A-link settings button >  click the pool networks button.  You will see 2 
drop down lists and you want to make sure that these reflect the 2 NICs that are  physically wired 
for A-links (for local point to point crossover cables) or for split site.   If you need to change these 

http://www.stratus.com/Services/CustomerSupport/Software-Support/


see eAC online help  >  search >  assigning pool networks  also see ‘configuring A-links’  and 
‘configure NICs’. 

Record the A-link networks: 

A-link1_____________ 

A-link2____________ 

2. PVM STATUS: (if you don’t have a pvm created yet, it is recommended that you do so now so you can 
continue with this check). 

 If you have PVMs (protected VM) already configured then click the virtual Machines tab > click 
each PVM in turn  > click detail tab and note that you see a host1 and host2  status.  Also, each 
host will have the XenServer host name it resides on.  Host1 should be on one of the XenServers 
and host 2 on the other.  The term host in eAC refers to the two AMs   AM1 and AM2 which we will 
talk about below. 

If there are any yellow triangles, it may be that a mirror is in progress or a Compute instance 
synchronization is in progress.  These will eventually finish.  Continue for now and by the time you 
are done this document you can return to check status again. 

 

NOTE: It is expected the quorum may be degraded – dismiss warning is addressed in a later step. 

  
 

3. MIRROR:   

If you have PVMs running, click the PVM and then the mirror copy tab.  Hover your mouse over the 
disk object and review the popup.  What is the speed of the mirror copy.  Speed is a good indicator 
if something was missed in the configuration that would result in lesser performance. 

If the mirror is already complete there will be opportunity later when you do testing to observe the 
mirror copy speed. 

 

If you had the opportunity to observe the speed, record it here. 

Mirror speed:_________________________ 

 

Its difficult to say what any particular PVM should run at but on a non busy system with 1 PVM 
running and not in production you should get over 75 MB per second.  If its lower than that you 
should see the hardware section below and in particular check the BIOS settings described in the 
everRun MX Hardware Configuration Guide. 

 
 
 
4.  GENERAL SETTINGS: 

Click on the Details tab and record the following for each PVM.  

NOTE: For CPUs, host and memory settings, click the detail tab and then click the configure general 
settings button  

 

PVM_______ Version_____ LEVEL____ CPUs____ Primary host___ Memory___ 



PVM_______ Version_____ LEVEL____ CPUs____ Primary host___ Memory___ 

PVM_______ Version_____ LEVEL____ CPUs____ Primary host___ Memory___ 

PVM_______ Version_____ LEVEL____ CPUs____ Primary host___ Memory___ 

 

Answer these questions 

Are you running the latest version of MX with the latest hotfixes?  (Yes/No) 

How many level 3 SMP PVMs do you have?___________ 

It is recommended you use no more than 2.  Also, you can calculate the usage of vCPU with this 
information.  See the hardware planning guide.  If you need to swich any PVMs or change any 
values, refer to eAC help for instructions. 

5. NETWORK SETTINGS:   

Still in the eAC, click on the PVM, then click on the details tab  >  scroll to the bottom and click the 
network settings tab.  In the network settings tab, note which networks are assigned to the 
PVM.  Usually its only 1.  Make sure the network (s) selected are NOT the A-links you selected 
above. 

Also, it is preferable NOT to use the Management for production lans -  (See XenCenter>click 
pool>click network-see bottom of the screen for management network.) 

There should be no bonded NICs used by the PVM .  This is not supported and not necessary as 
the PVM provides redundancy for the NICs. 

If you need to correct anything instructions can be found in the eAC help > search > confure NICs 

 

6.  SPLIT SITE OR BLADE SERVERS REQUIRE QUORUM:    

If you are using blade servers or  have any configuration where the A-links are NOT point to point 
crossover cables, then you need to configure QUORUM.  See eAC online help >  search >  quorum 
service configuration.  Also search for Configure Quorum for more related articles. 

Note that as of V6.2 you can configure Q-links.  See online help in the eAC. 

Optional: If the a-links are point to point and you are at V6.2 you can choose to configure Quorum 
on the Q-links. Otherwise you can dismiss the Quorum warning from Host tab> click the pool> click 
the quorum tab > click configure quorum and locate the check box to dismiss the quorum. 

  

We now move on to XenCenter.  If you are not familiar with XenCenter refer to the latest MX install guide. 

Open XenCenter and check the following: 

 
7.   STORAGE:  

In the XenCenter (XC)  > connect to the pool master :  Right click on the XenCenter object on the 
left and select connect.  Put in the master IP address.  Even if you put in the wrong one, in most 
cases it will find the right one.  The master is always the XenServer that lists at the top in 
XenCenter. 

Expand each XenServer object and take note of the storage repositories (SRs).  Details of these are 
found in the general tab.  The local storage shows up under each local XenServer and the shared 
storage at the bottom below the hosts.  

8. NETWORKS: (From XenCenter view) 



Click the pool name on the left > then the Network tab.  At the bottom of the screen record the 
management network for each XenServer.  If it is bonded, then record the 2 NICs within the bond. 

Host1_____________ 

Host2____________ 

Also while still clicked on the pool > network tab, note the network description,  you can add a 
description such as A-link1 or management or production.  Take a moment to label these now. 
Otherwise check to make sure your descriptions match the information you have collected in the 
network settings section in step 2 above.   

It is ok if the management is bonded but make sure there are no PVMs using that network.  It is ok 
for unprotected VMs 

Connecting NICs that are part of a bonded network to a PVM is NOT supported.  This includes the 
redirected network, Q-Links, and A-Links. 

If your PVMs are using any bonded NIC go to eAC > network settings and unassign the bonded 
NIC  >  then add a regular unbounded NIC back.   (Warning, do not simply unbond the NIC while it 
is in use by the pvm or a Managment nic.  Refer to the related link for a KB article on safely un-
bonding NICs. 

Now click on the master host > NIC tab and check to see that each NIC is connected and the speed 
is GB for the A-links and Management. 

Record speeds here: 

Management NIC:_________ 

Alink1_____________ 

Alink2___________ 

Production_____________ 

  

We will now verify your hardware configuration.  Often times, these get forgotten during initial 
configuration. 

  
9. HARDWARE SETTINGS: 

• Ensure your hardware has the following hardware configuration: 

• A raid controller battery backup and that it is fully charged on both XenServers. 

• Raid controller has write-back (caching) enabled. 

• For  each XenServer host, boot into the BIOS mode and set the P-states to be maximum 
power. (power states) and ensure  C-states (processor settings) are disabled. 

NOTE:  Newer hardware may gray out these settings so you can't change them.  You need 
to turn off the automatic settings.  Check your hardware Vendors documentation on how to 
set the system for Low Latency. Example:  Newer HP BIOS's have a custom setting in a pull 
down menu under the SYSTEM section in the BIOS and when you select Custom Settings, 
you can now have the option to change the P-states and c-states.   

See this hardware guide located with the documentation set mentioned in the introduction above. 



 

10.  FINAL STEP: 

As a final step, review the configuration notes above.  If the eAC was showing the PVM as 
degraded before, check again to ensure that all is good now.  

If you found any configuration points that you need guidance on to correct, you can open a service 
request and send logs for a configuration review.   To harvest the logs, see this link.  Refer to the 
introduction above for how to open a support case. 

https://support.stratus.com/SelfServiceWeb/SearchKB.aspx?SearchString=harvest 

NOTE:  The above link will bring you to our Knowledge Base which requires a log in.  Log in with 
your e-mail address.  If you don't have a login, click the register link to create one. 
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